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CAMPUS NEWS

Hauenstein gives
major gift to center
Longtime Grand Valley
supporter Ralph W. Hauenstein
made another substantial
investment into the university's
Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies .
Hauenstein made the initial
investment to begin the
center, which is celebrating
its 10th anniversary. The
goal of the center is to teach
ethical leadership skills to the
next generation of leaders
while engaging students
and the community alike in
stimulating conversations
about history, politics and
the greater civic good.
Hauenstein's $1 million gift,
given in December, will
help enhance and expand
academic and event-based
learning opportunities for
the leaders of tomorrow.
"I have ample opportunities
to invest in many worthwhile
programs and projects,
but I can think of no better
investment than the one to
ensure our future leaders
are wise and ethical ,"
Hauenstein said.
Hauenstein served under
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower in
an intelligence role in World
War 11 and was one of the first
Americans into liberated Paris.
Hauenstein became
successful in business after
the war. He owned Werner
Lehara of Grand Rapids , a food
equipment manufacturer that
produced Goldfish crackers ,
Andes mints, windmill cookies,
pastas, and many other foods
familiar to Americans. At the
age of 101 , Hauenstein has
never retired and continues
hi s philanthropic endeavors
throughout West Michigan.
"The Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies is an
incubator for leaders of the
future , and Ralph Hauenstein's
investment into the Center for
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wrecking ball. Good to
have you back. <3
-"' Posted by @MichaelynScott
~ on Nov. 12, 2013

Ralph W. Hauenstein, left, stands with
Gleaves Whitney, director of the Hauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies. Hauenstein
gave a major gift to the center in December.

Presidential Studies ensures
our ability to continue to do
good, meaningful work in
the world of leadership and
ethics ," President Thomas J.
Haas said. "On top of his initial
gift, this is a very substantial
commitment to the center on
its 10th anniversary from a
very involved philanthropist
and friend."
Students who have benefited
from the Hauenstein Center's
mission of ethical leadership
development currently occupy
prominent roles in business ,
government, communications
and nonprofit organizations.
The center has hosted
hundreds of programs over
the past 10 years, including
notable events like Hitchens
v. Hitchens , presentations by
several first ladies, Madeleine
Albright, Gen. Brent Scowcroft
and others.

Oh that's just T. Haas
playing with the
bass drums in the
stands. :ttgvsu :ttbotv
:ttshredredbleedblue
:ttgvlmb
19fi;j Posted by lyricallaurenog
~ on Nov. 16, 2013

Rushing the field
with my fellow Lakers
was the greatest
feeling in the world.
So proud to be a
:ttLakerForALifetime
-"' Posted Jewel Haji
~ (@jewelhaji)
on Dec. 7, 2013
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There are
worse ways to
exam cram :ttfinals
:ttexams :ttexamcram
:ttfireplace :ttgvsu
l9fi;j Posted lamarsarahk

~ on Dec. 7, 2013

From left are Reps. Robert VerHeulen, Roger Victory, President Thomas J. Haas and
U.S. Rep. Bill Huizenga at the Veterans Day breakfast.
photo by Amanda Pitts

Veterans honored,
new lounge dedicated
Grand Valley joined all
Michigan public universities in an
announcement that veterans would
receive in-state tuition.
The announcement was made
on Veterans Day. Grand Valley
celebrated by hosting a breakfast
that included remarks by President
Thomas J. Haas before 80 students,
faculty and staff members who are
active military members or veterans.
Haas was joined by U.S. Rep. Bill
Huizenga and state Reps. Robert
VerHeulen and Roger Victory, who
all spoke about the importance
of providing in-state tuition
for veterans.
"Providing in-state tuition to
veterans and making sure all have
access to affordable and quality
higher education is the right thing
to do," said Haas , a retired captain
in the U.S. Coast Guard. "Our
veterans sacrifice for our way of life
and possess skills and attributes
employers want. Grand Valley is
proud to support these men and
women in any way we can."

www.gvsu.edu

The new Student Veterans Lounge ,
located on the second floor of
the Kirkhof Center, was dedicated
following the breakfast. It will serve
as a gathering space for the more
than 500 Grand Valley students
who are active military members
or veterans .
Grand Valley also provides in-state
tuition for active military members
who are stationed in Michigan
and their spouses or dependents.
The university is a member of the
Consortium of Michigan Veteran
Educators , a statewide network of
two-year and four-year institutions
that supports military members
and veterans and ensure access
to resources that can lead to
employment.
For more information , visit
www.gvsu.edu/veterans.

CAMPUS NEWS

Area colleges create scholarships for GRPS students
Grand Valley has partnered with the
Grand Rapids Community Foundation
to create a new scholarship for Grand
Rapids Public Schools students, offering
them the opportunity to attend and
succeed in college.
President Thomas J. Haas and
officials from three other participating
institutions - Ferris State , GRCC and
Aquinas - made the announcement
at Harrison Park Elementary School
November 8. The new scholarships
created by these institutions will support
GRCF's Challenge Scholars program ,
which is designed to prepare, encourage
and provide resources for students to
attend college.

"We're thrilled to be able to provide
the opportunity for these students to go
to college ," said Haas. "The Challenge
Scholarship Program fits perfectly with
Grand Valley's mission to provide
access to a college degree and
increased opportunities. The students
are remarkable and show such promise.
This program will make a difference in
their lives and the future of our community,
and I can't wait to welcome some of
them to our campus."
The program , which launched two
years ago, begins with si x th-grade
students at Harrison Park School
and Westwood Middle School.
Each scholarship package differs

in requirements and what is provided.
Students who complete program
requirements and graduate from Union
High School will receive a Last Dollars
scholarship from GRCF. The value of the
scholarship depends on family income
and which college the student chooses
to attend.
Troy Wilbon, principal of Harrison Park
Elementary School , thanked the colleges
and universities for continuing to work
as a community to offer opportunities
for students to be successful. "To sum
up all the support we've received , ' Wow,'
is all I can say. These students are our
future, " said Wilbon.

The presidents of Grand Valley, Ferris, GRCC and Aquinas stand with Harrison Park students following an announcement that the colleges partnered
with Grand Rapids Community Foundation to offer scholarships for the Challenge Scholars program .
photo by Amanda Pitts

CAMPUS CHATTER
Shout out to GVSU women's soccer for
winning the national title & staying #1!
And to GV football for going to semis!
#ProudLaker

Painted our chests in
15 degree weather. .#gvsu
#gvfootball

by Sanda Vazgei' (@SandaVazgec)
El onPosted
Dec.

19Q Posted by austin_morley
~ on Nov. 23, 2013

10, 2013
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Students put engineering 1
computing creations
to test
Have you ever second
guessed whether you turned
off the lights or locked the
door? The "PyAutoHome,"
a system that includes a
mobile app designed and
built by a group of Grand
Valley computing students ,
aims to alleviate those
concerns . It was one of
many projects that were
showcased at Grand Valley's
Project Day, December 5.
Hosted by the Pad nos
College of Engineering
and Computing , more than
150 students from schools
in the Grand Rapids area
attended the event to see
nearly 60 projects designed
and created by Grand Valley

students during the fall
semester.
The event, sponsored by
Perrigo, at Kennedy Hall of
Engineering demonstrates
to high school students how
engineering and computing
is relevant to everyday life.
The projects on display
included "MARBLEous ,"
a machine that separates
black and white marbles;
"SARR " an autonomous
search and rescue robot;
"Worphles ," a real-time Web
application 3-D word game
where players compete to
be the best speller; and a FM
radio that was made using
old transistor technology.

It's that week
ladies and
gentlemen! Rival
week! Battle of the
Valleys!!!!! #GVSU
#Laker Nation
#LakerOn
Posted by
nikkihartman_
on Nov. 11, 2013

Visit www.gvsu .edu/ gvmagazine to watch a video
of the projects mentioned .

@GVSUiam
a #laker41ife!
This sign always
makes me smile!
Engineering students te st their search and rescue robot during
Project Day on Decembers.
photo by Rex Larsen

. . . Posted by _The_Debster
i;., on Oct. 13, 2013
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Women's cross country earns third national title
The men's and women's cross country
teams finished , respectively, first and
second at the 2013 NCAA Division II
Cross Country National Championship
in Spokane, Washington. The women's
team claimed its third national title in
the last four years and the men's team
finished in second , the best mark in
program history.
The women's team dominated the
field with 54 points to easily outdistance
second place Adams State, with 91
points. Adams State won the men's title
with 54 points; Grand Valley tallied
104 points.
Head coach Jerry Baltes was named
the Division II Women's National Coach
of the Year for the third time in four
years. The honor is presented by the
United States Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association. Baltes
also won the award in 2012 and 2010,
the other two seasons that GVSU has
taken home the national title.
Soccer won its third national
championship, see more on page 12 .
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The women's cross country team celebrates its third NCAA Division II title in four years, following
the championships in Spokane, Washington.
photo courtesy of Sports Information

CAMPUS NEWS

Two recognized for 45 years of service
Two people were recognized for 45
chairs. He estimated he's led 400
years of service at Grand Valley during
courses and taught 11 ,000 students.
"I learned from the students more than
the university's annual service award
and holiday celebration December 5 .
what they probably have learned from
me," he said. "That is what encouraged
Lynn Blue, vice provost and dean
of Academic Services and
Information Technology, and
Samir lsHak, professor of
management for Seidman
College of Business, started
working at Grand Valley in
1968 and have witnessed
countless changes.
Blue came to a campus that
had no computers. "One of
my early jobs was to run the
key punch machine, punching
holes in particular spots on
an I BM card that could then
be used to sort information,
ultimately printing class lists,"
she said .
lsHak has worked for 14
SamirlsHak
Lynn Blue
deans and 16 department

me to stay for these years. "
Blue echoed that sentiment and
said as Grand Valley's mission has
broadened and developed , so have
the opportunities for professional
development. She began
as a clerk typist and was
promoted to director of
Records and Registration
in 1976. "I have been
committed to enrollment,
recruitment and retention
my entire career," she said .
lsHak said he tried to
emulate and improve on
the teaching style of
his Harvard University
professors. "I pushed my
students to their potential
and many appreciated that
and are still in touch with
me in the U.S. and abroad ,"
he said .

ADVERTISEMENT

Sign up early and get a discount on registration!
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

PADNOS
SCHOLAR
FINDS
CONTENT
IN INDIA
by Michele Coffill
Abigail DeHart remembered
breathing a sigh of relief when she told
her Classics professor she wanted to
study abroad in India , rather than a
traditional European country, and he
was immediately supportive.
De Hart is living in Varanasi , India ,
for the 2013-2014 academic year
and studying with 15 other American
students through a University of
Wisconsin-Madison program. "I thought
he would suggest somewhere a bit more
relatable to Greek or Roman history,"
she said.
Varanasi , one of the oldest and holiest
cities in the world , has a rich history of
its own. It's also on the Ganges River,
making it a cultural center. De Hart
said the city's diverse population (1.02
million) gives her a good understanding
of Indian traditions .

DeHart earned a Padnos Scholarship ,
which funds yearlong study abroad
programs. She said if she hadn't earned
the competitive scholarship, she would
have pursued a semester program . "I am
an experiential learner and need real-life
examples to make things come alive for
me , and I could only get so much from

10
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reading books and virtually traveling
on Google Maps," DeHart said.
She said the more books about
India she read , the more complex
the country seemed. "Traditions
have not dramatically changed like
other ancient civilizations," she said.
"There is a strong continuity with the
past, which makes for a remarkable
place to learn history. No book
or documentary can capture the
dynamics of this place."
While cows in the road once caused
a traffic jam and made De Hart late
for class, she has grown accustomed
to life in India. DeHart is learning to
speak Hindi , and she hand-washes
her clothes and shops from street
vendors for groceries.
"I've found myself more reliant on
the kindness of people because there
is no iPhone to help me navigate
streets or find specific shops,"
she said .
Along with her classes, DeHart is
working on an independent research
project centered on the equality
and economics of education in
India . She said she is amazed at how
comfortable she feels living in India.
"I think this shows how important
it is to be involved in things you are
passionate about," she said. "I think
people can be content nearly
anywhere if they are engaged in
something meaningful."

Visit www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine
to watch a video of DeHart leading
a tour of Varanasi , India .
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Study abroad program
ranks fifth in nation
Grand Valley
ranks fifth in
the nation for
the number of
students who
participate in
study abroad
programs, according to the Institute of
International Education.
During the 2011-2012 reporting year,
825 Grand Valley students studied
abroad. Among master's degree
institutions , Grand Valley had been as
high as No. 8 in recent years.
Mark Schaub , chief international
officer for Grand Valley, said the
increase is due to several factors
such as more academic departments
supporting international education ,
scholarships for participants and study
abroad alumni and faculty advisors
talking to students about the benefits
of study abroad .

I

__J

ARTS

Art in the House includes
Grand Valley alumnae
by Mar y Isca Pirkola
rtwork by two recent Grand Valley
graduates will be exhibited for an
entire year in the Michigan House of
Representatives Anderson House Office
Building in Lansing.
Pieces by Monica Lloyd and Danielle
Fritz were selected for "Art in the
House," which displays select artwork
by students from each of Michigan's 15
public universities.
The ninth annual Arts in the House
project unveiled 26 pieces of artwork
selected this year during a reception
October 16. The artwork will hang
through September. Art in the
House is a partnership between the
Presidents Council , State Universities
of Michigan and the Michigan House
of Representatives to promote art in
everyday life.
Ed Wong-Ligda , professor of
Art and Design , said both of these
former students are very focused and
dedicated artists who spend " hours
upon hours to create work with a high
level of craft, excellent composition
and interesting concepts. " He noted
they were an interesting contrast in
personalities and styles . "Danielle was
very active and social and her work is
for children , while Monica , who was very
quiet and private , creates work geared
toward a more sophisticated adult
audience," Wong-Ligda said. "Their
art looks completely different, but the
underpinnings of their work are the
same , and when it comes to their strong
work ethic , they are identical."
"Five," by Lloyd , was the final piece in
her series about creation . "It is the most
colorful and complex of the series ,"
said Lloyd , '13 , a native of Grand Rapids
who graduated with a bachelor's of fine
arts degree. "I work a lot in detailed
drawings and explorations of pattern
in a conceptual way." This piece is
exhibited on the Anderson House 13th
Floor - South.
Lloyd has worked as an intern at
Avenue for the Arts. Some of her work
has been ex hibited in Grand Rapids

A

'Five' by Monica Lloyd,
right, and 'The Boy at
the Window,' by
Danie lle Fritz, below,
were selected for Art
in the Hou se.

at the Green Well restaurant , Cherry
Street, and in the Free Radical Gallery
on South Division.
"The Boy at the Window," by Fritz,
is a mixed media piece using acrylic ,
watercolor, pen and ink , and colored
pencil. "The piece wa s inspired by a
quote from my 4-year-old brother,

Braeden , and is based on the idea of
how adults lose their creativity as they
age ," said Fritz, '13 , a native of St. Clair
Shores who also graduated with a BFA ,
then participated in the Disney College
Program in Orlando, Florida. This piece
is exhibited on the Anderson House 5th
Floor - South.
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DONOR IMPACT

New faculty chair cements
Johnson Center as national leader
A substantial gift from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation
and the Kellogg Company 25-Year Employees' Fund
has helped establish a unique endowed chair position
at the Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy.
The first-of-its-kind in the nation ,
the chair will focus on leading the country
in developing research on community
philanthropy.
"The future of community philanthropy
is an important field of study, and the
Johnson Center is on the cutting-edge
of this invigorating , exciting field ," said
George Grant Jr. , dean of the College of
Community and Public Service.
The chair, established with Kelloggs'
gift of $1.5 million , will be dedicated to
the study of how nonprofits, for-profits ,
foundations, government, organizations
and individuals take action to improve
their communities.
The Johnson Center, one of the nation's
largest university-based philanthropic
centers, has been investigating the
possibility of a community philanthropy
chair for years. The position was
established in August.

The gift from Kellogg does more
than support the organization's
goals. Grant said it serves as a vote of
confidence in Grand Valley and in the
Johnson Center's work. "There's a very
good history and partnership between
the Kellogg Foundation and the Johnson
Center," Grant said. "Their gift shows
the faith they have in Grand Valley and
in the center."

Solving community
problems
When the faculty chair is selected ,
that person will lead the Johnson Center's
research of policies, trends and best
practices in community philanthropy.
The chair will also teach students about
philanthropy, mentor graduate assistants,
and give local and national presentations
on community philanthropy.

Pictured are community leaders at a presentation by Rapid Growth held at the Johnson Center.
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Dorothy A. Johnson, namesake of the Johnson
Center, said the center's work in community and
family philanthropy is important to the future
of this country.

"The Johnson Center has become
nationally recognized for its work in
community and family philanthropy,
which is so important to the future of
this country," said Dorothy A. Johnson ,
namesake of the Johnson Center.
"I am proud to be associated with
such a fine faculty and such dedicated
and passionate students who are going
to make a tremendous difference in
the world."
A national search will be conducted for
the Kellogg chair, and the Johnson Center
expects to fill the position with someone
who is a national thought leader on
community philanthropy.
The chair's work will meet pressing
needs for knowledge and information
that people and organizations need
to succeed . "Once we understand the
systems and problems of a community,
we will be able to support them with what
they are trying to do," Grant said.
Addressing problems that people or
communities face is an enormous task.
Grant said the Johnson Center can start
to provide solutions with this support
from Kellogg.
"This is who Kellogg is," Grant said.
"They are all about children , families ,
communities and ways of impacting those
children , families and communities."

DONOR IMPACT

GIVING MATTERS
Expanding national impact

Seeking Common Ground

The Kellogg chair, coupled with an
increased emphasis on community
philanthropy, will also further the Johnson
Center's positive impact on community
organizations in West Michigan and
around the country. The Johnson Center's
expertise in all areas of the nonprofit
world is helping community foundations
as far away as California.
"When we were looking for assistance
with training and resources for our
organization , it was critically important
that my team of program directors have
access to high quality training on best
practices in grantmaking," said Sandra
Nathan , vice president of programs
and loans at the Marin Community
Foundation , based in a city north of San
Francisco. "The Johnson Center provided
that. As a learning organization, we are
well on our way to incorporating some
of those best practices. The faculty and
materials provided us with valuable
insight and information."
The Johnson Center is also making
a profound impact locally with
organizations like Kids' Food Basket
in Grand Rapids. Since 2005 , Kids'
Food Basket has used Johnson Center
resources , including the Nonprofit
Services program , seminars and
workshops and professional development.
"The Johnson Center provides a place,
space and resources to build stronger
organizations and a stronger community,"
said Bridget Clark Whitney, Kids' Food
Basket executive director. "Not many
communities have these resources. The
Johnson Center is a testament to this
region and its dedication to economic
development."
Through the generosity of donors ,
Grand Valley has been able to endow
six faculty chairs, ranging in focus
from engineering to art. Bill HolsingerRobinson , the Frederik Meijer Endowed
Honors Chair in Entrepreneurship and
Innovation, is profiled on page 30.
To learn more about endowed
faculty chairs , contact University
Development at (616) 331-6000 or
universitydevelopment@gvsu.edu.

The Common Ground Initiative at the Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies c hallenges student s, faculty and staff members and the public
to find the roots that connect the two major political parties while ex ploring
the challenges Americans face today.
A revolutionary concept in higher education , Common Ground uses open
and re spectful talks, roundtable s and debates to ex plore what it means to be
conservative or progressive in the 21st century. The initiative provides
understanding and skills that students need , and is one way that the Hauenstein
Center is raising a new generation of ethical and effective leaders dedicated
to public service . For more information , or to learn about upcoming events ,
visit www.hauensteincenter.org .

Ralph W. Hauenstein, the center's namesake, gave another gift to the
center in December, enabling it to further its mission. See page 4 for details.

New giving opportunities
Gifts to Grand Valley build the excellence for which the university is often
recognized . Giving to the university's annual projects is a new way to support
the needs of students. The website features stories of student projects and
funds that need assistance to reach their goals as well as information about
the Grand Valley Fund .
Gifts to the Grand Valley Fund , which supports the university's areas
of highest need , also make a tremendous difference at Grand Valley.
Visit www.gvsu .edu/ giving / annualgiving .

Seidman international study program grows
Global experiences are critical to the future of Grand Valley 's international
business students. Studying abroad teaches students cultural nuances in
communication and negotiation and gives them experiences that help
prepare them for careers .
Donors are supporting students by giving to the Seidman College of
Business Study Abroad Scholarship Endowment. Gifts will help students
gain the ex perience they need to succeed in the global business environment,
and will help provide exceptional talent for Michigan's businesses . Give online
at www.gvsu .edu/ giving / givenow.

Wesorick Center opportunity
The Bonnie Wesorick Center for Health Care Transformation collects , studies
and promotes best practices in nursing and health care, transforming the
way disciplines work together. Housed in the Kirkhof College of Nursing , the
Wesorick Center also provides special opportunities for students , giving them the
knowledge and experiences to be the next generation of health care leaders .
The Wesorick Center, a national leader in its field , is nearing the completion
of its $1 million endowment campaign . Gifts to support the Wesorick Center can
be made on line at www.gvsu .edu/ giving/ givenow. For more information about
the Wesorick Center, visit www.gvsu .edu/ wesorick .
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but knows she has to finish
high school and earn a diploma to have a
shot at college and , eventually, medical
school. But Mubiyayi , a refugee from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, is still
working to overcome an education and
a childhood disrupted by war. Because
she's 19 years old , Mubiyayi is enrolled at
Covenant House Academy Grand Rapids ,
a charter school authorized by Grand
Valley that works with homeless and atrisk students who would otherwise ageout of the public school system and lose a
chance at earning a diploma .
Covenant House opened last summer,
located in a former Grand Rapids Public
Schools building in southwest Grand
Rapids . It's the first school in Grand
Rapids dedicated to serving a special
population of students, like Mubiyayi .
Her journey to Grand Rapids started
more than a decade ago, around the
end of the Second Congo War in 2003 .
Mubiyayi was living in Kinshasa , the
largest city in the DRC , with her mother
and siblings.
" Where we were living was very bad ,
very poor," she said . " It was difficult
to find food , so we moved across the
country to be with my dad in Goma , and
that's when more of the fighting started ."
Gun battles between warring groups
were common in the city, forcing
Mubiyayi and her family to flee their home
whenever the gunfire got too close. She
saw neighbors raped and killed . Then , her
father was abducted.
"Some people came and grabbed my
dad and put him in the back of a car, and
tied him up with rope , and left with him ,"
Mubiyayi said . It would be the last time
she would ever see him .
In an effort to shelter her children from
widespread violence, Mubiyayi's mother
instructed a family friend , who delivered
food and goods to cities in bordering
Uganda , to take 11-year-old Mubiyayi,
along with her 13-year-old brother and
9-year-old sister, to a friend's house in
Uganda . Somehow, the address was
lost in the journey, and the family friend
refused to bring the children back into the
war-torn DRC. Instead , Mubiyayi
and her siblings were abandoned , left
alone to survive on the streets where
death from disease or starvation was a
daily reality.

After two years in Uganda , the trio
ended up at a refugee camp in Kenya;
from there , they were brought to the
U.S. by Bethany Christian Services
and placed with foster families in
West Michigan .
"When I was in the Congo, I went
to school until fourth grade , and
didn't go to school again until I lived
with my foster family in Jenison ,"
Mubiyayi said .
The transition to American schools
was difficult. She knew how to say
" Hi" and "Bye" in English , but the
native Lingala speaker knew little
else of the culture or language .
Mubiyayi was able to reach ninth
grade proficiency in her studies while
learning English with the help of a

tutor, but was uncomfortable
taking freshman-level
courses with students four
years younger than she was .
She started taking courses
at Covenant House to study
with students closer to her
own age .

ENROLLMENT
CL0SET0200
Covenant House is one of a
few schools statewide with the
authority to educate students
from age 16-22. Covenant House
principal Doreen Mangrum said this
makes it an ideal place for nontraditional students like Mubiyayi .

'
;
Rebecca Mubiyayi, a refugee from
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, is working toward a high
school diploma with the help of a
specialized program at Covenant
House in Grand Rapids.
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could mean for him. At the age of 20, it
was his last chance to graduate with a
diploma instead of a GED.
" I decided to come (to Covenant
House) when I realized I wasn 't
progressing, and I needed to just stop
and really focus ," Williams said.
Williams is now one of the students
who administrators allow to attend
both morning and afternoon sessions .
Mangrum said it's a privilege that must
be earned . The school has rules that
must be followed such as students
wear a specific uniform most days of
the week . Williams said that structure
and regularity helped him make more
progress this summer than he has made
in the last several years.
Williams ' favorite subject is English
and writing - he introduces himself
as a poet . He spoke at a recent vigil at
the school to raise awareness of youth
homelessness . Williams said he wants to
attend community college and work on
writing a novel. He also wants to impress
his mom.
" I really want to give her something
to be proud of," Williams said. "I want
her to be happy and be able to tell her
friends that I went to college."
Wood said giving students a
chance, which for some is the last
real opportunity they have to earn a
diploma, is critical and has the potential
to change their lives .
" It really gives them hope. The
unemployment rate for those without
a high school diploma is high, and
their options are extremely limited ,"
Wood said . "This gives students an
opportunity to earn an education . We're
really excited about that component,
where you can take a student who has
been , for any number of circumstances ,
unable to complete school and give
them that opportunity."
Mangrum said many of the students
realize that the school offers hope and
support, and some who are older realize
that opportunity is knocking.
" They do have hope, there is hope
for them , and I think that last hope is
really what we offer them," she said .
"We tell them it's not over, they can
move forward. Some students come
in extremely motivated because they
realize they 've missed their second ,

third or fourth shot. They still have the
same struggles and the same barriers
in their way, but the difference is that
they are more mature and they handle
it differently."
The support system , including
breakfast and lunch in the cafeteria ,
and personalized curriculum are helpful
to students. Mangrum is working to
establish a day care center at the school
so students with children of their own
have one less barrier to come back to
class . A residential component could be
a possibility in the future , which would
help students who don 't have stable
housing worry less about where they
will spend the night, Mangrum said.
"The support you get here is
something that other schools I went
to don't offer," Williams said . " This can
help you get back on your feet . You get
emotional support, physical support.
They help you get over not being able to
study if you're tired because you didn't
have a place to stay, or you can't think
because you 're hungry. The teachers
want to help you out. "

Williams said he
thinks one of the
most important
things students get
from Co venant House
isn't the diploma , but
a different perspective
on their lives .
"It gives me
something to do with
my life that I know isn't
going to have me out
in the streets and doing
the wrong thing . It 'll
keep me with positive
thoughts in my mind ,"
he said . " Sometimes
your surroundings build
your character and you
don't want to build your
character into a negative
one. It keeps me away
from ignorance and helps
me stay positive."
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Timothy Williams finds the structured
environment at Covenant House more
conducive to learning than schools he
previously attended. He wants to earn
his diploma and become a writer.

The school also enrolls students
who were expelled from other schools,
had run-ins with the law, dropped
out because of teen pregnancy and
childbirth , or are homeless .
"The approach we take is
unconditional love and absolute
respect ," Mangrum said . " We tell these
kids that if they show up and continue
to work, they will succeed here. It's a
different kind of environment. We focus
on open heart, open mind , open arms ,
every single day."
The school focuses on retention ,
attendance and growth. Mangrum said
for students to start working toward
a diploma , the very first step is to get
them in the door.
Once students are enrolled, they
attend for a half-day session , either
morning or afternoon . They take
computer courses with a curriculum that
is tailored to each student's individual
level in a given subject. There is direct
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instruction from teachers, but students
largely work at their own pace and
take on line tests and quizzes as they
progress , Mangrum said .
No matter why each of the students
attends Covenant House, Mangrum
treats them with respect , understanding
that building relationships with
individual students is a large part of
the school's function , and will help the
students behave and learn how to better
interact with other people in their lives.
"These kids are very easy to love. I
think about them , I care about them ,
they're addicting ," Mangrum said . "A
lot of these kids are just born into hard
knocks , or many generations of hard
knocks . If there is anything that we can
do to help them get out of that cycle , it's
critically important that we do it."
The need for a specialized charter
school like Covenant House in Grand
Rapids was apparent to Tim Wood ,
special assistant to the president for
Charter Schools at Grand Valley. In
addition to this Covenant House , Grand
Valley also authorizes three Covenant
House high schools in Detroit .
Wood said the school started with
40 students last summer and now has
an enrollment of 178. "There's a definite

need ," he said . "That population is
out there . Students who have been
underserved by traditional districts
now have a second opportunity to go
to school and earn a diploma . It's an
incredible opportunity."

GIVING STUDENTS
A CHANCE
Timothy Williams is a student at
Covenant House who is seeking that
opportunity. As a child , he and his family
did not have secure housing for several
years when he was in elementary school.
That, coupled with a lack of control in
the classroom at the Grand Rapids area
high school he attended , caused him to
have trouble with his coursework.
"It was distracting , the classes were
loud , things were always out of order,"
Williams said. "I stopped going because
I felt like I couldn't get anything done."
Williams started skipping school
regularly in 10th grade , and soon fell
behind in credits.
"I was cutting school and hanging out,
just smoking and drinking ," Williams
said . "When you 're younger, you're
easily influenced and that's just what
was around."
After two years in two different
alternative high schools failed to provide
the structure and focus that Williams
said he needed , he was told about
Covenant House and the opportunity it
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Research by biomedical students
changes patients' lives

by Leah Twilley

~

t is one of the most common

I I neurological disorders and there is
no known cure.
It affects approximately 1 percent of
the world's population , and about one
in 10 people has suffered a seizure.
"There are a lot of theories, but we
don't know why epilepsy happens," said
James Gurisko, a graduate student in
Grand Valley's biomedical engineering
master 's program. "A seizure is a change
in the electrical activity of your brain ,
which is a problem because your brain
has a very defined way of working."
A group of faculty members and two
graduate students , including Gurisko,
have teamed with physicians from the
Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) at
Spectrum Health Butterworth Hospital
to research epilepsy and help patients
manage it.
This partnership is one of many that
provides an opportunity for Grand
Valley graduate students to gain
practical experience while obtaining
a master's degree in biomedical
engineering, one of the fastest
growing professions in the nation.
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In 2011 , Grand Valley became the first
university in West Michigan to offer a
graduate-level degree in biomedical
engineering - a field that pairs
engineering expertise with medical
design - and the only program in
Michigan to focus on medical device
design and development.
"The aging population and a growing
focus on health issues will drive demand
for better medical devices , equipment
and techniques designed by biomedical
engineers ," said Joe Iannelli , director of
the School of Engineering in the Pad nos
College of Engineering and Computing.
"Our program is even more valuable
with the Pew Grand Rapids Campus
located in close proximity to Grand
Rapids' growing medical research and
biomedical industries."
The program , funded by a grant from
the National Science Foundation , was
established in 2010 by engineering
professors Samhita Rhodes and John
Farris. It has since paired dozens of
students with dozens of companies
in the West Michigan area , including
Spectrum Health and Van Andel
Institute. The Grand Valley-Spectrum
Health partnership was the first in

the program , and began when Drs.
Konstantin Elisevich and Brien Smith
contacted the School of Engineering
for assistance with their research.
Elisevich is co-chair of the Department
of Clinical Neurosciences at Spectrum
and an epilepsy surgeon; Smith works at
Spectrum Health's EMU.
Elisevich also contacted former
patient Paul Fishback , professor of
mathematics at Grand Valley. Elisevich
successfully performed surgery
on Fishback in 2006 to manage
his epileptic seizures . "I was pretty
enthusiastic when Dr. Elisevich moved
to Grand Rapids in 2011 and reached
out to me ," said Fishback.
Rhodes and engineering professor
Rob Bossemeyer recruited Gurisko
and Jeremy Pace to assist Elisevich
and the epilepsy team with the timeconsuming task of analyzing data from
his patients in the EMU. The unit's
researchers and physicians focus on

GVM
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Watch a video of biomedical
students and researchers at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

helping patients who are considering a
surgical procedure, like Fishback's , to
help manage or decrease occurrences.
"Every seizure is different and unique
for every person ," said Gurisko, a native
of Wyandotte. "It's very difficult to
pinpoint and it's very difficult to fix."

that are implanted in a patient's brain.
"That's a lot of data . It's very complex
to analyze, which is how we've been
helping," said Gurisko.
Pace, who also earned a bachelor's
degree from Grand Valley in electrical
engineering , started in 2011 by analyzing
data from the EEG of two
patients in the EMU. Using
a variety of methods and
techniques , including a
university-owned super
computer, he went through
the data , which was
collected 24 hours a day for
two weeks , and classified
spots when a seizure might
have occurred.
When Pace graduated
in 2013 , Gurisko took the
data and has been trying to
pinpoint where a seizure starts. He
said by analyzing each suspected
seizure point, patterns will appear,
which can help locate where in the
brain a seizure starts.
"Our ultimate goal is to speed up
the data analyzing process through a
variety of techniques to maximize the
success rate of surgery and minimize the

" B IOMED ICA L ENG INEERING
IS SO REWARDING BECAUSE
YOU SEE HOW YOUR WORK
DIRECTLY AFFECTS PEOPLE
IN A POSITIVE WAY."
JAMES GURISKO,
GRADUATE STUDENT,
B IOM ED ICA L ENG IN EE RING
He said about two-thirds of epilepsy
patients can control their seizures with
medications , while surgery is another
option for the remaining one-third.
At the EMU an epileptologist
will analyze data from a video
electroencephalogram (EEG) by hand.
The data comes from several electrodes ,
numbering at times more than 100,

amount of tissue that could be removed
during surgery," Gurisko explained.
Gurisko and Pace said they
experienced some challenges along
the way. "When I began working
with Dr. Elisevich, I knew very little
about epilepsy, so one of the biggest
hurdles was teaching myself all about
the disorder," Pace said. "I had the
opportunity to watch him perform a
craniotomy where he implanted the
electrodes. That's where it all started."
Gurisko said upon graduation , he
wants to continue this type of research.
"Biomedical engineering is so rewarding
because you see how your work
directly affects people in a positive
way," he said.
Rhodes , Farris and engineering
professor Bruce Dunne are working
to expand the program. "The first
grant we received helped us support
the program , now we want to move it
forward so our students can continue
to contribute to the growing field of
biomedical engineering ," Rhodes said.
Many biomedical engineering
graduate students are conducting
research and working on projects.
Two projects are detailed on page 22.
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SPECTRUM HEALTH
INNOVATIONS' TUBE
ORGANIZER
In 2011 , biomedical engineering
graduate students Ryan Bozio and
Andy Vander Moren were enrolled in
a medical device design class led by
John Farris , professor of engineering.
They were introduced to a project that
had the potential to help thousands of
surgical patients.
The students worked with Spectrum
Health Innova tions to design a tube
organizer, which can organize and
stabilize the tubes of medical and
surgical patients. It has the potential
to be used in a number of medical
settings where there are a number of
tubes being used such as kidney dialysis
and critical care units. It's also ideal for
mobile patients connected to multiple
tubes and wires.

~ ~ - - - - ~
"Some patients can have multiple
tubes hooked to them so a device to
secure these tubes was needed to allow
these patients to move around easier,"
Bozio explained.
The initial problem was identified by
a cardiovascular physician at Spectrum
Health who was looking for a practical ,
secure way to organize medical tubes
attached to one of his patients.
Throughout the semester, the
students met with Mike Miller, director
of Intellectual Asset Management
for Spectrum Health Innovations, to
discuss design concepts. "The original
idea was to create something that can
help a person do simple tasks such as
getting out of a chair or going for a
walk , something they otherwise can't do
without some type of support,"
said Miller.
Bozio and Vander Moren created
numerous prototypes and tested

them out on each other. "I sewed
the belt portion on my kitchen table,
which worked really well , especially
for someone who can barely sew on a
button ," said Vander Moren . They used
a 3-D printer at Grand Valley to print
plastic tubes and researched the best
types of fabrics and materials.
When the semester ended, the
students presented their final design
to Miller and the physicians who would
eventually use the device.
"We worked with engineering firms
on possible designs before coming to
Grand Valley," Miller said , "but Andy
and Ryan's design knocked it out of
the park."
Miller said the tube organizer has
been fitted on several patients at
Spectrum Health. The next stage is to
get the device patented so it can be
commercially produced and used by
patients across the country.

MEDICAL IMAGING
RESEARCH AT VAi
A group of students and faculty has
been working with Van Andel Institute
to develop new methods to further
a growing medical field that aims to
improve early detection of cancer
and disease.
Four Grand Valley students and
graduates are working with Anthony
Chang , research assistant professor and
director of the Small Animal Imaging
Facility at Van Andel Institute.
Chang said , in the future , if a tumor
or lesion is found, a doctor will , with the
help of advanced imaging technology,
be able to predict early on if it will
spread or grow. "The medical imaging
field , especially molecular imaging is
booming ," he said. "It's a new concept,
and right now people are starting to
realize the power of this technology. "
A group of graduate students ,
including Anderson Peck and Chang ,
helped form the research lab at VAi
three years ago.
Peck , who was in the first class of
the biomedical master's program in
2010, now works at VAi as a full-time
researcher. "VAi is the only place in
Michigan that's developing these
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Students gather in a medical imaging lab at
Van Andel Institute. They are researching
new medical imaging methods, a growing
field that aims to improve detection of
cancer and disease.

new techniques. We have a few new
techniques, and hope they'll be used in
the future ," said Peck.
Chang said: "We have a strong
presence in the imaging research field,
which before , only happened at really
big universities . We're putting Grand
Valley and Grand Rapids on the map
in this field. VAi and our students are

helping develop new techniques and
concepts that could save lives. "
Brittany Holly, a biomedical sciences
major, Michael Dykstra , a physics major,
and biomedical engineering graduate
students Priya Balasubramanian and
Vineeth Radhakrishnan also work in the
research lab.
The group presented three years
worth of research at the World
Molecular Imaging Congress , one of the
largest meetings in the medical imaging
field , in late September in Savannah ,
Georgia.

Ludie Weddle is
a Host Neighbor
for her block on
Paris Avenue in the
Dickin son School
neighborhood.

photos by Bernadine
Carey-Tucker

SEEDS
of PROMISE
Transforming
neighborhoods by
empowering residents
by Dottie Barnes

Ludie Weddle walks along the streets
of her neighborhood on Grand Rapids'
southeast side, encouraged by the
changes she sees.
"It's cleaner, the neighbors know
each other better and look after each
other," said Weddle. "The children at
the elementary school are getting free
tutoring after school. "
Weddle has lived in what's known as
the Dickinson School neighborhood
for 35 years. The area covers 36 blocks
between Hall and Griggs streets and
Jefferson and Union avenues. About
2,000 residents live in the area - 30
percent are living below the poverty
level , 66 percent are single parents and
75 percent of the children at Dickinson
Elementary qualify for the state's free
lunch program .

Despite those statistics, positive
changes have been made in the
neighborhood since a grassroots
initiative called Seeds of Promise began
in 2005. Dozens of volunteers from area
businesses and organizations have come
along side Seeds of Promise , including
students , faculty and staff from a
broad spectrum of de artments at
Grand Valley.
The philosophy behind the initiative
is to empower residents to make their
own decisions to improve their quality
of life.
"Empowering people is the only way
to be successful ," said Ron Jimmerson ,
president and co-founder of Seeds of
Promise . "It's a 'bottom-up concept.'
The people of the neighborhood come
up with their own strategies to direct
their destiny.''
Norman Christopher, executive
director of the Sustainable Community
Development Initiative at Grand Valley,
has been on the board of Seeds of
Promise since the beginning .
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Dickinson
Neighborhood
Statistics

66%

of households are
single-parent

51%

ofresidents are high
school graduates

36%

of residents have
no diploma

40%

of homes are rented

at least

30%
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ofresidents live below
the national poverty level

"This started as a youth initiative with
area churches. That was successful
for a time . It then transformed into a
grassroots community development
initiative with a focus on being
sustainable," said Christopher. "In fact ,
Seeds of Promise is designed so that I,
along with the other board members ,
will soon be out of a job."
Christopher said residents are being
trained as host neighbors, leaders who
direct initiatives on their blocks and
will eventually take over as the board
members of Seeds of Promise. The
W . K . Kellogg Foundation provided a
$300,000 , three-year grant to fund
training for 40 host neighbors .
"Twenty-six host neighbors have
already been trained in areas like
computer literacy, how to form
community block parties, how to
communicate with neighbors and how
to find resources ," said Christopher.
"They are leaders who are growing to
govern themselves in their own affairs."
Weddle , a retired registered
dietitian , is the host neighbor for
her block on Paris Avenue. "We've
held neighborhood clean-ups and
community block parties to get to know
the families and children in the area . We
are communicating better. And those

are just the little things ," said Weddle.
"One big thing we did was stop the
expansion of a liquor store because we
recognize that a liquor store is not in the
best interest of the community, and we
have learned how to fight for our rights."
The host neighbors are also being
trained to lead impact teams , formed
to address five areas identified by the
residents as important: job creation,
education, health and wellness,
safety, and housing and community
improvement.
Ann Sheehan , assistant dean for
practice in Grand Valley's Kirkhof
College of Nursing, serves as the current
chair of the Seeds of Promise Health ,
Wellness and Nutrition Impact Team.
Host Neighbor Robert Muhammad is
being trained to take Sheehan's place.
Sheehan said her team's first step
was to conduct a survey to identify
the needs of the community before
developing a plan or program . The
team collected the survey results in
person over several weeks to align with
the Seeds of Promise mission of "deep
listening " to the community members.
The target population of the
community was 808 households; 115
surveys were completed , representing
14 percent of the population in the
Seeds of Promise area.
"Residents said one of their biggest
concerns is health literacy; they need
help understanding information they
receive from their health care provider,"
said Sheehan. "We asked residents
to identify the neighborhood's worst
health problems and topping the
list was the use of tobacco, drugs
and alcohol."
Sheehan said residents were asked
why they might not get health care
and the main reason stated was lack
of insurance and fear of the cost. The
survey also asked residents what they
think affects the quality of health care
in the community the most. Sheehan
said the No. 1 answer was the inability
to read and write.
A neighborhood conversation night
was held in January to discover what is
needed to help create a culture of health
and wellness in the community.
"This grassroots approach to change
is something that will really be effective
long term for the neighborhood , more
than just providing free check-ups ,
clinics or literature ," said Sheehan.
She described the university's
involvement with Seeds of Promise
as the epitome of service learning for
nursing students.

"Empowering people
is the only way to be
SUCCessful." -Ron Jimmerson , pre sident and co-founder of Seeds of Promise
"Health care is moving out to the
community. It's not about being in
a hospital anymore, but translating
what happened in the hospital to the
community to help people get healthy
and stay healthy," said Sheehan.
"Learning how to go in and assess a
community and help them do things
in a way that works best for the
members of that community is the
best way to learn."
Grand Valley is one of the endorsing
partners of the Seeds Evening Afterschool Program , which is part of the
Education Impact Team. Grand Valley
education students serve as tutors
during an entire semester.
"Once a week , Grand Valley students
are paired with a student from Dickinson
for tutoring with homework," said
Brian G. Johnson , affi li ate professor of
education. "It's a great opportunity for
our students to get into the schools and
give one-on-one help that is so crucial
in early learning ."
Jessica Theis, a public relations
major at Grand Valley, currently serves
as a marketing and communications
liaison for Seeds of Promise and also
develops the annual report .
Eric Foster, community governance
coach and project manager with Seeds
of Promise , said partners like Grand
Valley have embraced the vision of
"how to do, not what to do."
"Grand Valley has a wonderful
reputation of authentic community
engagement and working in an
equitable fashion with the residents ,"
said Foster. "Grand Valley is one of
the best practitioners of engagement
with diverse communities and brings
a philosophy of working at an equal
level with people who are not experts ,
bringing patience and understanding
with that ."
Seeds of Promise, a nonprofit
organization , has more than 50
endorsing partners helping residents
with employment, economic
development and the environment.
Once the neighbors are ready to
serve as board members, the
current members will step aside
and become advisors.

"It's important to note that
this program is not faithbased , it is faith-directed ,"
said Jimmerson. "That is a
very important distinction I
want to make. The idea for
Seeds of Promise came from
God ; He has opened up many
doors for us. It is great to see
resident leaders of different
faiths and backgrounds
coming together in love,
giving to a community with
their time and talent."
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Walk with Ludie Weddle in
her neighborhood online at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

Above, Brian G. Johnson, affiliate
professor of education, leads a group
of Grand Valley students who meet
weekly with Dickinson Elementary
students to help them with homework .

photos by Bernadine Carey-Tucker
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echnical difficulties, a late start
and a broken tripod were among
the many challenges during the
student-run TV station's live broadcast
of the first "Lakers for a Cure" teleth
last sp ·
b
on
nng, ut GVTV manager Jaime
Bartkowicz was proud of how
everyone
came together in a successful team effort.

Lant horn faculty advisor Lawrence Beery conducts
a post-publication review with staff members
Angela Carollo, advertising manager; Lizzy Balboa,
editor-in-chief; Carly Simpson, news editor; and
Costas Ciungan, web team manager.

photo by Bernadi ne Carey-Tu cker

For the first time, the team included
all three student media organizations.
Whale Radio WCKS did a live remote
broadcast from Kirkhof Center, GVTV
broadcast live from both its studio
and Area 51 in Kirkhof Center, and the
Lanthorn published several stories . Their
efforts helped raise more than $2,400
for Relay for Life in a 24-hour period , to
support the American Cancer Society.
Bob Stoll , associate dean for Student
Life, said that the infusion of experienced
advisors and a professional curriculum
has strengthened all three media outlets ,
which receive financial support through
the Student Senate funding process for
student organizations. "As student media
continues to evolve, one thing hasn't
changed ," said Stoll. " There has always
been a goal to balance professional
ex pertise and direction without taking
away the independence and ownership
as student-run media. "

Lawrence Beery, associate
professor of journalism in the School of
Communications, has served as faculty
advisor to the Lanthorn since 1991, sharing
his 36 years of experience in advertising
and print media. "The Lanthorn would
never have been able to evolve without
the sustained support from Grand Valley,"
said Beery.
Len O ' Kelly, who has more than 25
years experience in the broadcasting
industry, was named as WCKS and GVTV
advisor in 2012 , when he took a position
as a visiting professor of communications.
He stressed that student media is open to
all students. "Some people just want to
do this as something fun to do," he said . " I
tell all my students that even if you don't
plan to go into radio or television , working
for one of the stations helps you become
a better consumer of both . Today, media
literacy is very important for everyone."

FINDING THEIR NICHE
Finding one's niche, and ruling
others out, has been one advantage
of participating in numerous student
media roles.
Dan Spadafora , '13 , came to Grand
Valley intending to study medical
psychology and took O ' Kelly's
"Introduction to Radio" class as an
elective. He was so enthralled that
he got involved in all student media .
Spadafora wrote for the Lan thorn, was
station manager at WCKS , and did GVTV
play-by-play for Grand Valley Dodgeball ,
earning an honorable mention student

award from the Michigan Association
of Broadcasters.
"I owe my start in professional
broadcasting to working on the Whale
and to Len , who helped me get experience
and internships," said Spadafora , who
graduated with a double major in
broadcasting and journalism . Following
graduation , he spent the summer calling
baseball play-by-play for the Joliet
Slammers, beating out more than 100
other applicants for the unpaid internship.
Midway through the season , he was hired
as the Illinois team's director
of broadcasting .
He also worked for Clear Channel in
Grand Rapids on WOOD Radio, and as
a studio host for Grand Valley Football
on ESPN 96.1 , before moving to morning
show host and brand manager at 1450
AM-WHTC , in Holland . "If you decide that
media is what you want to do, go all in
and do everything you can, because you
will be rewarded for all the long , hard
hours," he said.
Austin Brunner, '12 , came to Grand
Valley thinking he wanted to be the next
"big shot reporter, bringing breaking news
to viewers." During his senior year, as
news director for WCKS , he was the color
commentator for the Women's Hockey club
team . "Dan Spadafora and I got to travel
with the team and broadcast games over
the Internet," he said. "Both of us were,
for the first time, trying to do it in a
legitimate fashion ."
Brunner now works as a morning
show producer at news channel KAUZ, in
Wichita Falls, Texas.
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Martin Slagter, '05 , believes the
variety of experiences and challenges
he had during his three years at The
Lanthorn helped him become a versatile
reporter able to cover a wide range of
topics. "That is critical in today's highly
competitive job field," he said .
" The Lanthorn provided me with the
skills necessary to hit the ground
running after graduation , just as the
industry was going through huge cuts
and reorganizations."
Slagter worked as a stringer for the
Advance newspapers and did page
design at the Grand Haven Tribune
before landing at the Pioneer in Big
Rapids as an education reporter. When
he was promoted to sports editor, he
helped another Grand Valley graduate
and former Lanthorn editor, Lauren
Fitch , '10, take over his education beat.
They are now engaged ; in November
they moved to Indiana to work at the
Kokomo Tribune .

BUILDING ON
THE PAST
Grand Valley 's student newspaper is
celebrating its 50th anniversary. Now
published twice weekly, the newspaper's
1995 website addition (www.lanthorn .
com) was at the time the first weekly

digital edition for all Michigan collegiate
newspapers; iPhone and Android mobile
apps were developed in 2012 .
Today, as from the start, Lanthorn
reporters cover campus news and
events, and provide student opinions
about the university. "It not only provides
learning experiences, but also unique
content of interest to students that is
not found anywhere else on campus,"
said Beery. "It has always had an open
editorial policy, like any newspaper, and a
system of checks and balances ."
Beery subscribes to the ethics of the
Association of College Media Advisors .
"My role as advisor is not to dictate, but
offer options for the staff to consider.
The students sharing their vision with
me is really what makes this fun and
rewarding to me," he said .
This academic year brought another
General Excellence award from the
Michigan Press Association , one of nearly
160 state, regional and national awards
the newspaper has received in the past
10 years .
Current editor-in-chief Lizzy Balboa
recognizes the challenges of keeping
up with a changing newspaper industry.
" We 're always adapting to technology
updates and supplying information
through new mediums," she said . "From
the Lanthorn website to the iPhone app,
we ' ve had to develop new skills and take

on new responsibilities to reach out to our
readers and meet their demands."

WCKSRADIO
The student radio station has endured
several changes to its call letters and
studio locations since its 10-watt debut
in 1966, but its mission to be student-run
and provide creative opportunities
has endured .
Today, Whale Radio WCKS is an Internet
radio station , found at www.whaleradio.
org , streaming live from a studio located
in the Kirkhof Center. Audiences can also
listen on-the-go, anywhere in the world
with the Whale Radio app for tablets or
for Android phones - an Apple app is in
the works. A Whale Radio social media
presence is also maintained on Twitter
and Facebook.
Station Manager Jamel Watson , a senior
broadcasting major from Detroit, has
been involved with WCKS since 2009.
He said O'Kelly upgraded the quality
of the audio board and how music is
played . " Before, people were just playing
music from their personal devices, from
YouTube or CDs and the audio quality
wasn't very good ," said Watson . "Now
the station uses Digital Jukebox, a service
that not only provides a music library
from a variety of genre but also houses
sound effects and promos."
The more professional attitude and
operation has improved the station's
image and grown student participation to
about 60. They not only play their favorite
music but host talk shows and provide live
news and sports coverage. The station 's
website was recently updated to include
student articles as another opportunity to
get involved .

GVTV

WCKS staff includes, left to right, Jamel Watson,
Rainesha Williams-Fox, Lauren Bazan,
Ryan King and Jared Austin.

photo by Bernadi ne Carey-Tu cker
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GVTV will celebrate its 10th anniversary
this fall. The station airs on line episodes
in addition to closed-circuit campus
access on Charter Channel 10, which
is also available at the Traverse City
and the Muskegon centers. It began as
the Grand Valley Broadcast Network ,
GVBN-Channel 7, established by Jillian
Austin and Cori Fite, the only two women
in a film class taught by Kim Roberts,
associate professor in the School
of Communications .
"Prior to GVBN there wasn't a way that
students could work together to learn
how to make films or television shows
unless they were in a class," Austin said .
Both women held key positions at the

Left to right are Kristin Nill,
Steph Weinstein '13, Len O'Kelly, WCKS
and GVTV faculty advisor, and Jordan Boze
(a s TV Man) at the fall 2012 Campus Life Night
broadcast, the station's first live event.

photo courtesy ofGVTV

station during their college years and
have remained friends and partners in
Murd er Mitten Productions .
Among the organization's m embership
rules were the expectations for students
to mentor new members, and to create
a community where anyone would feel
welcome to pitch their creative ideas.
These remain priorities today.
Nick Monace lli , '07, successfully pitched
a newscast with student anchors and
reporters. "It was incredibly rewarding
for all of us to work on something our
classmates saw and appreciated , and it
ultimately helped solidify my career," he
said. Monacelli is an anchor and special
projects reporter at KXTV, the ABC
affiliate in Sacramento, California .
O'Kelly is proud of what the students
have accomplished , often pushing
themselves beyond their comfort
zone with creative and challenging
productions such as WCKS and GVTV
covering Campus Life Night live from
the Fieldhouse . In 2013 he re-established
Grand Valley 's involvement with the
Michigan Association of Broadcasters and
showcased student talents. He entered
some of their work into the annual MAB
statewide student competition. Grand
Valley garnered eight awards in 2013 .

of the Mary Idema Pew Library Learning
and Information Commons and other
campus events . WCKS sponsored a
clothing drive for the Grand Rapids
Home for Veterans. GVTV has provided
West Michigan families of deployed
military personnel an opportunity to
record video greetings for the holidays.
While the future of media is impossible
to predict, O ' Kelly has some specific
thoughts . " What's going to be important
is the need for story tellers ," he said .

" Media consumption today is no longer
an 'I talk, you listen' media world. It is
much more interactive and there 's no
going back ."
Beery reflected on the many
changes and trends in the newspaper
industry and how they are mirrored
at the Lanthorn. Beery said: "Ongoing
innovation in all student media will need
increased planning and support . I believe
the best days are still ahead , with great
opportunities to enhance the synergy
between the Lanthorn, GVTV and WCKS."

LOOKING FORWARD
Beyond the practical applications for
students to gain experience beyond
the classroom, student media has also
provided opportunities to engage
students with the larger community.
News teams have covered the opening
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Bill HolsingerRobinson
by Michele Coffill

Nearly two years ago,
Bill Holsinger-Robinson
was named the first Frederik
Meijer Endowed Honors
Chair in Entrepreneurship
and Innovation, a lengthy
title that means he helps
guide students in their
entrepreneurial pursuits as
well as in the emerging world
of social entrepreneurship.

GVM: How was this position
pitched to you?
BHR: Oh , the job description
was really a sentence. I think
university leaders knew that the
people who would be interested
in this role were entrepreneurial
themselves, and the details of
the job would be left to them to
figure out.

GVM: You teach an honors
college seminar. What types of
students enroll in your class?
BHR: It's interesting . Their
majors are all over the place,
but none from business . It's a
project-based class; we start
companies or we plan and host
events and the students define
what the user experience is like .
They do everything from raising
money to handling details like
catering.

Q&A

about BILL HR
GVM: When you were in
college, would a similar
course have been helpful
to you?
BHR: I didn't know what
I wanted to do. I got a
bachelor's degree in
philosophy; what do you
do with that, right? But it
taught me to be a systems
thinker. I was a lot like these
students are; I was opposed
to business , and for really no
good reason .

GVM: You also connect
students to area internships
and opportunities with
businesses or organizations.
BHR: I can give them the
tools they need to leverage
and market themselves.
They have such big hearts
and want to do a lot of good
in the world. I'm there to
connect them to businesses
and organizations and tell
them that they can embrace
entrepreneurship .

GVM: Why did you leave
Art Prize after the first
two years?
BHR: I was at Pomegranate
Studios when we started
ArtPrize. Pomegranate was
an incubator for things like
ArtPrize . After those initial
years, I recognized they
needed someone who was
better at repeat events. I'm
good at start-ups.

Education

GVM: Did you envision
how successful ArtPrize
would be?
BHR: We had realistic goals
at the start. Remember that
it was initially planned as a
film festival. We set a goal
of 10,000-15 ,000 people .
[Editor's Note: ArtPrize
celebrated its fifth year in
2013 and drew hundreds
of thousands of visitors to
Grand Rapids.]

GVM: Could events like
ArtPrize or Start Garden
happen in other cities?
BHR: Those sorts of events
are very unique to this area .
Take TEDxGrandRapids, for
example. It's a surprise that
we raised enough money
for a single-day event
quickly. This community
has a series of challenges ,
but the hallmark of West
Michigan is that is has a small
enough feel , the leaders are
approachable and you can
affect change .
People move to New York
or Los Angeles to be part of
what's already there. They
come here or stay here for
what this place can be.

GVM: What's next for you
and your students?
BHR: We're just beginning
conversations to have a
student club affiliated with
Net Impact, a nonprofit
that empowers students
and professionals to have
a positive impact on their
world through business as a
toolorprocessforchange.

There are other colleges in
the area that we hope to
collaborate with for this Net
Impact project, to encourage
intercollegiate participation
with teams taking a multiinstitutional approach to
solving problems.

• received a bachelor's
degree in philosophy
from Alma College

GVM: Failure Lab is a
new concept, successful
people talking openly about
past failures. Do you like
that idea?

Career Highlights

BHR: Our local community
needs to have a conversation
about accepting failure. In
the Midwest, people are
expected to pick themselves
up and move on. We need
more outreach , and need not
to be embarrassed by the
risk of failure . We need to
support the notion that it's
OK to fail , but we then need
to embrace those people
and pull them back into
other projects and use their
knowledge.

• pursued a master's
degree in comparative
religion from Western
Michigan University

• co-founder and
managing director at
HUB Grand Rapids
• lead organizer and
license holder for
TEDxGrandRapids
• served as first
executive director
for ArtPrize

Follow
• twitter @billhr

GVM: You've been there.
BHR: I've failed , sure . It's
a visceral feeling , like a
gut punch. I just failed at a
new venture by not raising
enough capital. What do you
do with that? You talk about
it to your business partners,
and there's tons of learning
that goes on to get you ready
for the next time.

Students from a junior
seminar class taught by
Bill HR host events like
TEDxGRWomen.
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RESEARCH

Researchers
explore sinkhole
bacteria's roots,
potential in space
by Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley students Michael Snider
and Adam McMillan spend a lot of time
doing experiments with globs of smelly
purple goo. But that goo, a bacterial
mat found in just a handful of unique
sinkholes offshore near Alpena , could
have significant ties to bacteria from 3
billion years ago, and might give NASA
an idea of what to look for in their
search for life beyond Earth.
Snider, a graduate student at the
Annis Water Resources Institute, focuses
on studying the pigments of the unique
mats , which only exist in sinkholes in
Lake Huron. Meanwhile McMillan , an
undergraduate Honors College student,
focuses on how the unique structure
and mobility of the mats allows them to
move to maximize their effectiveness
during photosynthesis.
The technical name for the purple
goo is cyanobacterial mats, and they're
interesting because they are able to
survive at significantly different light
levels, and in water that has a unique
chemistry due to the geology of the
ancient seabed the water comes from.
"These are extreme conditions ,"
Snider said. "It's a low-oxygen and highsulfur environment. You don't find a lot
of other things living here. We're finding
that the cyanobacteria not only survive
in this extreme environment, they thrive
by adapting to wide varieties of light
conditions underwater."
The unique water chemistry is caused
by the water's erosive path through
the porous limestone bedrock before

The mats move toward available sources
oflight, in this case, the exposed area in
the shape of a Grand Valley logo.

>
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it feeds into Lake Huron , and shares
characteristics with the water of the
early Earth. Snider and McMillan hope
that their research will reveal more
about the evolution of photosynthesis.
They suppose that the bacteria could
be descendants of the first bacteria to
produce oxygen from such a sulfur-rich
water environment, helping to pump
enough oxygen into the atmosphere
of the ancient Earth to eventually help
support life on land.
"These cyanobacteria are related to
the first organisms that first put oxygen
in the planet's atmosphere," Snider said.
"This could be the so-called missing
link between ancient photosynthesis
that didn't produce oxygen , and the
photosynthesis we see today, as these
bacteria can perform both kinds."
The ability of the bacteria to survive
in low-oxygen , high-sulfur environments
with varying light levels is also important.
Snider and McMillan , along with their
faculty advisor and Grand Valley
professor Bopi Biddanda , hope to
determine how the energy coming into
the ecosystem in the form of light from
the sun is maximized by the pigments
and movement of the mats. Their
National Science Foundation-supported
research is scheduled to continue
through early this year.

McMillan's research
focuses on how the
bacterial filaments
within mats move
in response to the
changing light
conditions , also a
key factor in learning
how the microbes
use energy from
the sun.
"What's interesting
about how they move
in response to the
light is that they move
as a coordinated mat community, not
as individuals ," McMillan said. "Their
movement has a lot to do with how they
take advantage of the resources they
have to survive. Their movement isn't their
only survival mechanism , but it allows
them to find the right amount of light."
The movement of the mats is unique
because the individual microbes are
extremely simple, but they're capable
of moving in extremely complex and
precise ways, McMillan said. If a sample
is placed in a petri dish that's covered
with foil , and a small square is cut in the
foil and exposed to light, the sample
underneath will move to fill the square
of light. "It will move to get the most
energy that it can ," McMillan said.
NASA scientists are interested in
findings from the research because
conditions that are present in the
sinkholes are similar to what may be
found on other earth-like planets,
Snider said.
"This can help us gauge what to look
for in terms of finding potential life on
other planets ," he said.

OFF THE PATH

II

I-

WHAT'S IN YOUR OFFICE?
Let's face it: your office is your home
away from home. To alleviate the
effects of long hours spent at your desk,
you bring in photos of your kids or pets,
maybe a plant.
We wondered what unique items
faculty members stash in their offices.
We found comfy reminders of past
travels, pieces of collections and
meaningful items from former students.

TONY THOMPSON,

JOE JACQUOT,

professor of photography
and director of the School
of Communications,
started his camera
collection a decade ago.
Some were given to him
by friends and colleagues.
Some still work, but most
are for show, or "fancy
paperweights," he said.

associate professor of
biology, has about 120
empty beer and wine
bottles in his Henry Hall
office. All are named
for mammals or have
pictures of animals on
the labels. Jacquot said
the uniqueness of the
label doesn't necessarily
translate to the quality
of drink.

TED SUNDSTROM,
professor of mathematics,
doesn't hide his taste
in music. Albums from
classic rock greats like the
Grateful Dead, Cat Stevens,
The Beatles, and Crosby,
Stills and Nash grace his
office wall. Although he
doesn't have a turntable
at home anymore, he has
kept all his albums.

RENEE ZETTLESTERLING,
associate professor of
art and design, has a
150-year-old brooch made
of human hair from the
Victorian era, part of her
small collection. She uses
it, and others from her
collection, when teaching
a jewelry course. "I find
it fascinating because
jewelry's power is that it
walks around in society
and creates conversation,"
she said.

RICHARD COOLEY,
associate professor of
history, proudly hangs a
stolen bath mat from the
Hiroshima Kokusai Hotel
in his office. It was given to
Cooley by one of his former
high school students who
was traveling in Japan on
vacation after working
security as a Marine at the
1988 Olympic Games in
Seoul, South Korea.

What's in your office?
Send an email with a description
and photo about your unique item
to gvmagazine@gvsu.edu.
photos by Amanda Pitts and Elizabeth Lienau
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ALUMNI NEWS

•• Lakers follow the •••••

YELLOW BRICK ROAD

• ••

for Homecoming

2013 ••

In the rain, hail and sunshine, alumni
from all over the country returned to Allendale
for a twister of a good time, sharing memories
and creating new ones during Homecoming
2013 "There's No Place Like the Valley"
festivities. The weekend came to a close at
Lubbers Stadium with a Laker football victory
over Northern Michigan University, 48-17.

Library tours
Throughout the day hundreds of Lakers toured
the new Mary Idema Pew Library Learning and
Information Commons.

Pancake
Breakfast

Bus from southeast Michigan
It was the biggest "carpool" of the day. Taking a charter bus
to Allendale from southeast Michigan, with a stop in Lansing ,
dozens of alumni , family and friends were able to join the
Grand Valley tradition.
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Hungry Laker
alumni and friends
followed the
yellow brick road
to breakfast on
the chilly, rainy
morning , fueling
up with pancakes
and warm
beverages .

ALUMNI NEWS

Alumni Expo & Tailgate Party
More than 800 Lakers bundled up under the tents near
the Kelly Family Sports Center for a wicked Grand Valley
reunion , with music from Ricky Markiewicz, '05 , (DJ
Mark Witz). Attendees enjoyed Wizard of Oz-themed
food and photo booth, prizes and family friendly
activities. Several campus departments hosted tables
with information , games and giveaways. The Alumni
Association thanks the alumni volunteers who helped
to make all of the events run smoothly!

SK Run/Walk
The annual homecoming SK Run/ Walk kicked off the
festivities on October 19. Nearly 60 alumni competed in the
race , which saw 212 runners overall. Many race participants
sported "Laker for a Lifetime" shirts and Grand Valley
headbands .

www.gvsu.edu/a lu mni
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Alumni will run, walk, wheel at River Bank Run
For the second year, the Laker
for a Lifetime team will lace up for
the Fifth Third River Bank Run on
May 10 in support of GVSU student
programs and scholarships . Grand
Valley alumni , friends , students ,
faculty and staff members , and
supporters are encouraged to
participate in one of the largest
road races of its kind in the country.
Last year, the Laker for a Lifetime
team raised more than $8 ,000
for the Grand Valley Fund .

• Race at your own pace: Participate
in the 5K walk / run , lOK , 25K run ,
wheelchair or hand-cycle races
with fellow Lakers.

• Post-Race Party: Don't miss
the celebration with the team ,
volunteers and friends in the
Devos Center parking lot .

• Expo: Stop by the Laker for a
Lifetime table at the Sports & Fitness
Expo to register for a chance to win
a prize package and meet the team .

• Donate: Designate your next financial
gift to the "Laker for a Lifetime
Team" at www.gvsu .edu / give .

• Volunteer: Bring your noisemakers
and creative signs and cheer on
the team at the official Grand Valley
spirit station on the Pew Grand
Rapids Campus .

To find out how to get involved ,
visit www.gvsu .edu/ rbrl4 . Questions?
Contact team director Abigayle Sloan ,
' 07, sloanab@gvsu.edu.
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Fans cheer Laker for a Lifetime team runners during the 2013 Fifth Third River Bank Run.
photo by Megan Swain Photography
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Website gets a facelift
You asked , we listened .
Check out the new mobilefriendly design featuring more
photos, videos and resources:
www.gvsu .edu/ alumni

- ~-~ Get spotted volunteering
March 24-30, 2014
\

---~,ai.,_\,.
'

COW is March 24-30 .
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Get moooving during Community
Outreach Week . Volunteer in your
own community with alumni , students,
family or friends during the week of
March 24-30 , 2014. Browse through a
list of ex isting service projects at
www.gvsu .edu/ cow or create your
own adventure by coordinating with
your favorite nonprofit and registering
a new volunteer opportunity online .
Already a regular volunteer? Log your
hours on the website so they count

toward the alumni impact. Prefer to
volunteer on your own? Register online
as an individual project. Whatever
adventure you choose, be sure it falls within
Community Outreach Week and remember
to capture a photo of yourself volunteering
in your favorite Laker gear.
For more information about how to get
involved , send an email to cow@gvsu .edu .
Register your project before March 7 to be
entered in a contest to win a prize package
filled with GVSU swag .

ALUMNI UPDATES

Careers
1960S
William D. Van Lente , B.S., 1969, is
director of human resources and risk
management for the County of Mono,
California .

Elizabeth J. Lowther, B.B.A ., 2000,
is a software applications specialist
at Beaufort Jasper Water & Sewer
Authority.
Kirk M. Walter, M.B.A ., 2000, is senior
director of tablet value stream ,
non-analgesics at Perrigo.

1970S

Jennifer A . Schaub, B.F.A ., 2002, M.P.A .,
2007, received the YWCA Tribute Award
for arts.

Steve H. Austin, B.S., 1975, is a health
administrator at Boonton Health
Department in Boonton, New Jersey.

Kelly B. Vogel , B.M.Ed ., 2002, M.Ed .,
2004, is assistant director of principal
gifts research at Duke University.

1980S

Jermale D. Eddie, B.S., 2003 , opened
Malamiah Juice Bar in the Downtown
Market in Grand Rapids .

Timothy D. Bennett, B.A ., 1980, retired
from the Lexington School District after
27 years.
Spencer R. Nebel, B.S., 1980, is the city
manager for Newport, Oregon.
James A . Van Rhee, B.S., 1982, has joined
the Yale School of Medicine as director
of the Physician Associate Program and
Department of Internal Medicine faculty
member.

1990s
Steve L. Adams, M.B .A. , 1991, is the
author of The Passionate Entrepreneur.
Phyllis R. Nomura, B.B.A ., 1991, joined
First Sound Bank as the executive vice
president and chief financial officer.
Kristi Elizabeth Drake , B.A., 1993 , is
court administrator and director of the
Friend of the Court for Lenawee County
Circuit Court .
Daniel A . Oumedian , M.B.A ., 1993, is the
vice president trust advisor for PNC in
Grand Rapids.
Jeffrey M. Stevens, B.S., 1993 , received
the 2013 Outstanding Family Physician
of the Year Award from the Michigan
Association of Osteopathic Family
Physicians .

2000S
Derek T. Devries , B.S. , 2000, M.S., 2005 ,
is a RIPPLE+AFFECT team member at
Lambert, Edwards & Associates .

Erin K. Ehlers, B.S., 2004, is the senior
manager of national events and brand
campaigns for Make-A-Wish .
Renee E. Freeman , B.A ., 2004, is the
director of Public Safety and police chief
for Grand Valley.
Krista J. Hillman, B.S., 2005, is a D.O. at
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon .
Nicholas A . Reister, M.B.A ., 2005, is
an attorney for Smith Haughey Rice &
Roegge.
Samantha M. Leach, B.A ., 2006, is a
forensic scientist in Washington, D.C.
Anne L. Minshall, B.B.A ., 2006 , is the
senior project manager for Amcom
Software.
Nicole F. Rodammer, B.S., 2006 , is
the director of development for Boys
& Girls Clubs of Grand Rapids Youth
Commonwealth .
Venessa A . Sallie, B.A ., 2006, published
her first book , Trapped.
Allie M. Bush , B.S., 2007, was named
public policy coordinator of the
government affairs team for the Grand
Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce .
T. Scott Henne, B.A ., 2007, was
appointed dean of admissions at the
University of Evansville.
Chad R. Hop, B.B.A ., 2007, is a loan
officer for Independent Bank.

Jennifer L. LeMaire, B.N., 2007, is
director of risk management for Mercy
Health Muskegon .
Meahgan M. Pear, B.A ., 2007, is director
of marketing at Beene Garter LLP.
Scott R. Bigger, B.S., 2008, is an
attorney at the Law Office of Scott R.
Bigger PLC.
Kristin M. Crawford, B.S., 2008 , M.S.W .,
2012, is a medical social worker for
Cancer & Hematology Centers of
West Michigan .
Jennifer A . Julius, B.A ., 2009, is the
project manager for VSA Partners .

2010S
Abby M. Hartig, B.A ., 2010, is a
RIPPLE+AFFECT team member at
Lambert, Edwards & Associates .
Christopher P. Wright, B.A ., 2010 , is the
judicial clerkship for the 37th Judicial
District in Pennsylvania .
Ty W . Bross, B.S., 2011 , is an associate
security consultant for Cigital.
Keith J. Collier, B.S., 2011 , is an
advertising sales planner for the Food
Network/ Cooking Channel.
Sarah S. Rivers , B.S., 2011, is a teacher
for Traverse City Area Public Schools .
Neil S. Vestrand , B.B.A ., 2011, is a staff
associate for Grant Thornton LLP.
Lisa J . M. Walker, B.N ., 2011 , received the
DAISY Award for Extraordinary Nurses .
Eric T. Neal , B.B.A ., 2012, is an IT internal
auditor for the Global Internal Audit &
Compliance team of Perrigo in Allegan .
Kelsey M. Schoenborn, B.A ., 2012 ,
was named Fulbright Student English
Teaching Assistant.
Jonathan S. Yaklin , B.B.A ., 2012, is a
sales/ leasing consultant for Rivertown
Honda.
Trazy L. Richter, B.A ., 2013, is food
and nutrition program coordinator for
Project Hospitality.
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Celebrations,
Births, Weddings
1990s
Carrie L. Merchant, B.A ., 1998, and
Bryan M. Merchant, B.M.Ed ., 1999,
announce sons, Kaidyn Thomas and
Kamdyn Taylor, born October 18 , 2013.
Kaidyn and Kamdyn are welcomed by
brothers Lucas and Ethan . The family
resides in Grandville.

Jennifer L. LeMaire, B.N ., 2007, and
husband Aaron announce a daughter,
Julia Mae , born June 22, 2013 . Julia is
welcomed by sister Allison . The family
resides in Muskegon .
Nicole A . (Tinsley) Mitchell , B.S., 2007,
and husband Jeremy announce a
daughter, Lena June, born August 1,
2013 . The family resides in Linden .
Kandice J . Sloop, B.B.A ., 2007, and
Patrick E. Sloop, B.B.A ., 2009, announce
a daughter, Adeline Scott, born
October 25 , 2013 . The family resides
in Grand Rapids .

2000S
Benjamin P. Witt, B.S., 2002, and wife
Chrissy announce a son , Jack Joseph ,
born October 18, 2013 . The family
resides in Arcata, California.
Sarah C. (Kostishak) Allan , B.A ., 2003 ,
and Matthew T. Allan , B.A ., 2001 ,
announce a daughter, Brooklyn Amai ,
born January 1, 2013 . Brooklyn is
welcomed by brother Elijah . The family
resides in Bryon Center.
Laura E. (Bright) Hakim , B.S., 2006,
M.S.W ., 2008 , and Thomas M. Hakim
111 , B .B.A. , 2005, announce a daughter,
Eloise Leanne, born November 9 , 2013 .
Eloise is welcomed by sister Adeline .
The family resides in Indianapolis,
Indiana .
Katherine R. (Allen) Kranz, B.S., 2006 ,
M.S.P.A .S., 2009, and Martin J. Kranz,
B.S., 2004, announce a son , Alexander
Thomas , born April 4 , 2013 . Alexander
is welcomed by sisters Lillian and
Charlotte. The family resides in Macomb .
Aaron J. Sanders, B.S., 2006 , and wife
Rachel announce a son , Matthew James,
born July 3 , 2013 . Matthew is welcomed
by siblings Andrew, Alyssabeth and
Rebekah . The family resides in
Grand Rapids.
Erin C. Diaz, B.A. , 2007, and Herman
Diaz 111 , B.A ., 2005, announce a daughte r
Opal Rose, born November 3. The family
resides in Fort Collins , Colorado.
Kenneth P. Leister, B.S., 2007, M.S., 2011 ,
and wife Nicole announce a son, Colton
Arthur, born July 18 , 2013 . Colton is
welcomed by sisters Adele and Amelia .
The family resides in Haslett.
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Christopher B. Brock, B.S., 2008 , and
Emily A . (Sharpe) Brock, B.S., 2008 , on
June 23 , 2013 .
Chelsea A . (Roe) Selbig , B.S., 2008,
and husband Jonathan announce a
daughter, Ellery, born May 14, 2013 .
The family resides in Muskegon .
Casey L. Ball , B.S., 2009, M.S ., 2011 ,
and husband Matthew announce a son ,
Jackson David , born , June 18, 2013 . The
family resides in Sault Ste. Marie.
Benjamin R. Eggleston , B.S., 2009, and
Ashley M. Thompson, B.N ., 2008, on
September 28 , 2013 .
James R. Rhoad , B.B.A ., 2009, and
Dana Rhoad (VanTongeren), B.A ., 2009,
on September 28 , 2013 .

2010S
Kirsten M. Parrott, B.A ., 2010 , and
Tyler Bustraan on May 5 , 2013 .
Amanda A . (Heinrich) Brown, B.S., 2011 ,
and Kyle Brown on August 24 , 2013 .
Keith J. Collier, B.S., 2011 , and Amanda
N . (Fogolini) Collier, B.A ., 2011 , on
September 14, 2013 .
Kaitlin E. (Tappy) Crowe, B.S., 2011 , and
Kevin Crowe on September 20, 2013 .

In Memoriam
1980S
Dorian C. Chalom , B.S., 1987, of
Grand Rapids on April 8 , 2013 .

1990s
Sharon K. Vanderwall , B.S., 1990, of
Grand Haven on November 13, 2013 .

2000S
Charles W . Martin IV, B.S., 2005, of
Jenison on August 6 , 2013 .

2010S
Vincent A . Panozzo, B.A ., 2012, of
Grand Haven on November 16 , 2012 .
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FIGHT
THE POWER
Chuck D, legendary rap artist and
founder of Public Enemy, gives a keynote
presentation to an overflow crowd in the
Kirkhof Center on January 20, kicking
off Grand Valley's commemoration of
the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
His message stressed the importance of
"knowledge, wisdom and understanding."
photo by Bernadine Carey-Tucker

